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The Council’s report states that 2359 properties are covered by the gull proof bag service 
but it is not clear how this number has been calculated. Please could you provide further 
information based on the following points: 
 
Some streets have only residential properties while others have a mix of residential and 
commercial properties. Does the number of 2359 only relate to residential properties on 
those streets or does it include all properties on those streets irrespective of whether they 
are residential?  
 
The total number of properties serviced by gull proof sacks has been calculated using only 
residential properties, ie the ones that are classified as eligible for Council Tax. The 
commercial/business properties that are eligible for “rates” have not been included. 
 
Some streets are using gull proof bags along their whole length but for others the service is 
only provided to some properties in those streets (for example, some properties in gull proof 
bag streets have their waste collected from wheelie bins in rear lanes). How has this 
situation been accounted for in the calculation of affected properties? 
 
Among the 44 streets serviced by gull proof sacks, Northumberland Street, Northumberland 
Place and Great King Street are affected by the possibility for limited number of properties to 
use the rear lanes to present individual bins. The Gull Proof Bag (GPB) service is offered to 
all the properties of those streets and as such it was needed to monitor and evaluate the 
presentation rate of the GPBs in those streets.  
 
The presentation of gull proof sacks of Northumberland Street, Northumberland Place and 
Great King Street is, on average, comparable to other streets with gull proof bag service also 
considering the vicinity of on-street communal bins that can be used by residents provided 
with gull proof bag service. 
 
Are short term lets or vacant properties included in the number shown?  
 
All properties classified as eligible for “Council tax” are included into total number of 
properties serviced by gull proof sacks. If short term lets are eligible for “Council tax” rather 
than “business rates” they are accounted into the total number of properties the Council has 
to provide waste and recycling service. Updated records of the number of residential 
properties eligible for Council tax per each street in each Scottish Local Authority is available 
on: https://www.saa.gov.uk/ 
 
In addition, do you have the number of properties by street listed below that have the gull 
proof bag service? If so, please provide this breakdown. 
 

Street name provided with GPB 
service Number of properties 

Abercromby Place 83 

Ainslie Place 64 

Albyn Place 21 

Carlton Street 42 

Carlton Terrace 57 

Charlotte Square 4 

Chester Street 65 

Coates Place * 

https://www.saa.gov.uk/


Danube Street 58 

Darnaway Street 27 

Doune Terrace 27 

Drummond Place 119 

Drumsheugh gardens 132 

Eglinton Crescent 109 

Forres Street 20 

George Square 6 

Glenfilas Street 17 

Gloucester Place 41 

Great King Street 220 

Great Stuart Street 48 

Heriot Row 92 

India Street 111 

Lennox Street 47 

Lyndoch Place Lane 21 

Lynedoch Place 44 

Manor Place 104 

Melville Street 16 

Moray Place 137 

Northumberland Place 22 

Northumberland Street 137 

Northumberland St NE Lane 0 (individual bins) 

Northumberland St SE Lane 0 (individual bins) 

Ramsay Gardens * 

Randolph Cliff 21 

Randolph Crescent 38 

Regent Terrace 67 

Royal Circus * 

Royal Terrace 72 

St Bernard's Crescent 116 

St Colme Street 10 

Torphichen Street 39 

Walker Street 35 

West Maitland Street * 

York Place 70 

Total number of properties 2359 

 
* These streets are on the Councils system as having the Gull proof bags but none were 
presented during the monitoring period so were excluded from the report. 
 


